SLIDING OF POLYETHYLENE COMPOSITES ON ARTIFICIAL TURF
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ABSTRACT
Artificial turf made of polyethylene (PE) fibers is extensively applied in sport yards. It offers cheaper and carefree alternative for natural turf. The high magnitude of electrostatic charge (ESC) generated from polyethylene (PE) fibers has negative effects on the safety of the players. The present experiments aims to decrease ESC generated from contact and separation as well as sliding of conventional rubber soles by developing PE composites filled by metallic particles such as aluminum (Al), copper (Cu) and Iron (Fe).

The present experiments revealed that Al film tested as sole surface gained the lowest ESC, while Fe showed the highest ESC followed by Cu. That observation can be explained on the bases that the good electrical conductivity of metallic film homogeneously distributed the charge on the contact surfaces. The high value of ESC recorded for Fe film may be from the influence of the magnetic field generated from ESC. This was confirmed by values of ESC that proportionally increased with the increase of the magnetism of the metallic films. PE composites generated relatively higher values than PE free of metals. Drastic decrease in ESC was observed for the metallic film coated by PE sheet. It is recommended to apply those composites as sole materials for floor covered by PE turf.
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INTRODUCTION
Artificial turf is manufactured from polyethylene fibers to replace natural grass, [1]. It is extensively used in sport yards, roof gardens, swimming pool surrounds and kid schools. The major drawbacks of artificial turf is the generation of ESC as result of contact and separation as well as sliding of rubber soles, [2 – 4]. PE turf has a tendency to gain ESC when rubbed with human skin especially in dry sliding. This behavior represents major disadvantage for the PE turf. It was found that the surface protrusions of the turf fiber influenced ESC generation. PE turf of smooth surface generated the highest ESC values
when football shoes slid against it. Besides, friction of PE turf and human skin may cause abrasions and burns in sports. In condition of limited rainfall, there is an increasing demand to apply PE turf.

Tests were carried out on the fibers of PE turf to guarantee the safety of sport players against the abrasion of the turf. It was revealed that the types and depth of infill materials of turf influence the performance of players, [5], by controlling the friction of PE turf with the skin, [6, 7]. It was aimed to decrease abrasion of skin by turf, [8 - 10], by studying the surface properties of PE turf to specify their influence on their skin abrasion, [11 - 13]. The dimension of the fiber materials as well as infill materials control the mechanical behavior of PE turf, [14 – 17]. Simulation of skin using silicone and foam was carried to study abrasion of the turf during sliding in football yard, [18 - 20].

Recently, several attempts were carried out to reduce ESC. It was found that, the material of the substrate of PE fibers significantly influences ESC, [21]. It was found that PE fibers blended by Cu textile showed drastic decrease in ESC, [22]. The lowest ESC values were recorded in the presence of Cu substrate instead of PE. Besides, Al film coating the soles recorded the lower ESC values. It was proposed to coat surface of the soles by conducting material to redistribute ESC on PE fibers and transmit to Cu textile in order to reduce its accumulation on the sliding surface.

It was proposed to blend the turf material by another one of opposite charge, [23]. It was found that the blend generated lower ESC compared to PE turf. Polypropylene (PP) fibers coated by polyurethane (PU) reduced ESC. Besides, coating 80 vol. % of PE fibers by PU in artificial turf drastically decreased ESC. It was recommended to blend PE turf by PU fibers to replace PE turf. PE fibers were blending by yarns and textile of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and polyamide (PA) that gain positive ESC, [24]. When the content of PA yarns blending PE turf increased, ESC decreased. Ribbons of PA textiles drastically reduced ESC. ESC generated from sliding of aluminum (Al) film, copper (Cu) textile and carbon fibers (CF) on PE turf blended by polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) yarns and polyurethane (PU) fibers was tested, [25]. The results showed that Al film gained the highest ESC followed by Cu textile and CF.

The present paper proposes PE composites filled by metallic powders to be used as soles to reduce ESC generated during their contact and separation as well as sliding on PE turf at dry contact condition.

EXPERIMENTAL
The surfaces of the test specimens consisted of three types. The first was metallic particles layer of 0.25 mm thickness adhered into the wooden cube. The metallic particles of 30 – 50 µm particle size were aluminum (Al), copper (Cu) and iron (Fe). The second was layer of PE and PE composites filled by metallic particles, while the third was PE composites layer coated by 0.25 mm PE sheet, Fig. 1. ESC generated from the contact and separation as well as sliding of the test specimens on PE turf was measured. The tested PE turf is shown in Fig. 2. PE composites of 5 mm thickness were adhered to one surface of wooden cube of 40 × 40 × 40 mm³. The PE surface was loaded to the turf surface at weight of 15.0
N. Then the cube was manually pulled and moved horizontally at dry sliding. PE fiber length, width and thickness were 60, 2.0, 0.22 mm respectively. The arrangement of the test procedure is shown in Fig. 3. Surface DC Voltmeter SVM2 recorded the values of ESC generated on the surface of PE fibers and PE composites, where readings were performed by sensor 25 mm apart from the tested surface.

Fig. 2 Test specimens.

Fig. 2 The tested PE turf.

Fig. 3 The arrangement of the test procedure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of experiments carried out to investigate the effect of the metallic films on ESC generated during contact and separation of test specimens and turf are shown in Fig. 4. It is shown that Al film gained the lowest ESC, while Fe showed the highest ESC followed by Cu. The magnitude of ESC measured on the turf was higher than that measured on the metallic films. It seems that the good conductivity of metallic film homogeneously distributed the charge on the sole and turf surfaces. The high values of ESC recorded for Fe film may be from the influence of the magnetic field generated from ESC in the presence of Fe particles. This explanation is supported by values of ESC that proportionally increased with the increase of the magnetism of the metallic material. At sliding, the same trend was observed with relatively higher ESC values, Fig. 5. The highest ESC values (-1750 Volts) were observed for turf when Fe film slid on it.

The contact surfaces of the metallic film was coated by PE sheet of 0.25 mm thickness in an attempt to decrease ESC in contact and separation as well as sliding, Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. As result of that, drastic decrease in ESC was observed in the presence of PE sheet. This behavior may be attributed to the action of PE sheet that isolated the metallic particles and prevented their contact with PE turf.

![Fig. 4 ESC generated during contact and separation of sole and turf.](image-url)

When PE composites filled by metallic particles and slid on the tested turf, PE free of metals showed the lowest values of ESC at contact and separation, Fig. 8, where the values were -140 and 270 Volts for turf and sole respectively. PE composites generated higher values, where ESC values for turf were -1350, -1400 and -400 Volts for PE composites filled by Al, Fe and Cu respectively. During sliding, Fig. 9, turf gained the highest ESC
when PE free of metallic particles slid on it. PE composites gained higher ESC values than that recorded for contact and sliding.

Fig. 5 ESC generated during sliding of sole on turf.

Fig. 6 ESC generated during contact and separation of PE sheet and turf.
Fig. 7 ESC generated during sliding of PE sheet and turf.

Fig. 8 ESC generated during contact and separation of sole and turf.
The contact of the tested composites with PE turf is illustrated in Fig. 10. When PE particles slid on PE turf, it was expected that the generated ESC displayed relatively lower values because the two materials are similar, while metallic particles such as Fe, Cu and Al showed higher values of positive charge. PE turf gains negative charge higher than that recorded when PE particles slid on PE turf. This fact depends on the position of the sliding materials in the triboelectric series, Table 1. The signs and intensity of ESC during sliding of PE composites on PE turf is shown in Fig. 11, where PE turf gained extra negative ESC due to the friction of the metallic particles.
Fig. 11 Signs and intensity of ESC during sliding of PE composites on PE turf.

1 Triboelectric series of the tested materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive charge</th>
<th>Negative charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>Polyethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12 ESC generated during contact and separation of PE sheet and turf.
Coating PE composites by PE sheet caused favorable decrease in ESC for both turf and soles at contact and separation as well as sliding, Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. This behavior may be attributed to the function of PE sheet that isolates the contact of metallic particles with PE turf and consequently decreases the magnitude of the generated ESC. That observation recommends those composites to be applied as sole materials used for footwear on floor covered by PE turf. The contact was between PE sheet and PE turf, therefore, ESC displayed relatively lower values. It was interesting that PE coating free of metallic particles coated by PE sheet displayed higher ESC values than the other filled tested composites.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Among the metallic films tested, Al film gained the lowest ESC, while Fe showed the highest ESC followed by Cu. This observation recommends Al film to coat the surface of the footwear. Magnitude of ESC measured on the turf was higher than that measured on the metallic film. At sliding ESC showed higher values than that observed for contact and separation.
2. PE composites generated relatively higher values than PE free of metallic particles.
3. Coating PE composites by PE sheet caused favorable decrease in ESC. It is recommended to apply those composites as sole materials for floor covered by PE turf.
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